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Marshall students “shake” up the student center
> More on Life!
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Burrito Riders to start servicing Huntington
By MARLA NOWLIN

THE PARTHENON
A new community service
opportunity is coming to Huntington. The Burrito Riders, a
group of volunteers who deliver breakfast burritos to those
who are in need while spreading love and showing them the
love of God, is expanding to
Huntington this April.
Tim Adkins, who is originally
from Huntington, founded the
group a year ago in Louisville,
Ky. Adkins announced that his
family would be moving back
to his hometown to start a
new branch of the Burrito Riders. Burrito Rider events have
already taken place in Huntington to get the group’s name into
the community and to generate
interest and volunteerism.

“It was only natural to say,
well if we are moving to Huntington, there will a Burrito
Riders group in Huntington,”
Adkins said.
Adkins said the group has
previously worked with the
West Virginia Homeless Veterans Resource Center, Branches
Domestic Violence Shelter, the
Ronald McDonald House and
the Huntington City Mission.
Adkins said they have planted
some seeds in Huntington
and they are excited to watch
the movement grow in the
community.
“During our first ride —
there were five of us on bicycles
— and we had a staggering 10
burritos and it took us every
bit of three hours to deliver 10
burritos,” Adkins said.

“

During our first ride — there
were five of us on bicycles — and
we had a staggering 10 burritos
and it took us every bit of three
hours to deliver 10 burritos.”
> TIM ADKINS, founder of The
Burrito Riders

Just a year after the start of
the organization, Burrito Riders has delivered more than
4,400 hot breakfast burritos to
those in need.
“It has been phenomenal,”
Adkins said. “We’re at the point
now where the last couple
times we’ve gone out we’ve
had about 250 burritos and we

deliver between 200-250 burritos in 90 minutes.”
The Burrito Riders are currently in the process of filing as
an LLC (Limited Liability Corporation). The organization is
also looking into becoming an
official non-profit organization.
Adkins said there are logistical
matters to sort out before they

ENDING ON A HIGH NOTE

> More on Sports
PHOTOS BY BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Marshall men’s basketball players celebrate their 88-84 win against Southern Miss.,
Tuesday at the Cam Henderson Center. RIGHT: Nigel Spikes dunks the basketball during
the final home game of the season against Souther Miss., Tuesday.

Student helps community by volunteering
THE PARTHENON
In the world of volunteer
work, sometimes people share
a special connection with
helping the less fortunate in
an area they grew up in or are
familiar with.
Javon Williams, a Christian
and experienced missions
worker, said he has experience volunteering at Martha’s
Table, a soup kitchen in
Washington D.C., that provides meals, family support
services
and
education
programs.
“I grew up in a low income
part of Washington, D.C.,” Williams said. “I’ve been blessed
with the opportunity to make

something of myself at Marshall and it’s important to
me that I help people in need
who may not have many
resources.”
Williams is a junior and
still active in volunteer work
during the summers when
he travels back to Washington, D.C. to see family, as
well as help out at Martha’s
Table.
Williams said he has a list of
tasks he is responsible for as a
volunteer.
“Some days I help serve
food to people during the day,
and others I’ll help deliver
groceries to families in need.
There are several locations

around D.C. where Martha’s
Table serves, so I volunteer
where they need me the most,”
Williams said. “I’m usually exhausted at the end of the day,
but it’s a great feeling knowing I’m giving back to my
community.”
In addition to Martha’s Table, Williams has volunteered
on several mission trips with
his church to help build shelter and spread God’s word in
countries such as Uganda and
Peru.
Williams said each trip has
impacted him and that it influences his decisions today.
“They were great experiences, really humbling,”
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Williams said. “After seeing
the joy I could bring to people, I got inspired to help out
locally. So, I figured what better place than my own city of
D.C.”
Williams said his volunteer
work at Martha’s Table will be
turning into an internship opportunity this summer.
“I’m excited to see where it
goes,” Williams said. “I feel like
God’s called me to do mission
work and I’ve always enjoyed
helping others, so a full time
opportunity would be an
amazing thing.”
The Parthenon can be
contacted at parthenon@
marshall.edu.
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take that step, but they feel it
will generate more support
from businesses.
“At this point, we are just a
grassroots group of folks who
just go out and spend time with
folks,” Adkins said. “There’s
nothing legit about us to this
point.”
The first ride of the Huntington Burrito Riders is scheduled
for April 13 and will continue
every second and fourth Saturday of each month.
“The main kind of idea
behind the burrito ride — because we do this on bicycles
— is a chance for us to get out
into the community, find the
areas in need and serve them,”
Adkins said.
The Burrito Riders encourage any type of volunteerism or

donations. Adkins said his goal
is to make helping out as convenient as possible for those
interested. Anyone can make
burritos, donate groceries, volunteer to join rides or donate
money to the organization.
“We invite everybody to
serve and we encourage everybody to serve,” Adkins said.
“Find something you’re passionate about and serve.”
Adkins said his goal is to
make serving the community
obstacle-free.
“The food’s just a vehicle, a
reason to get in peoples’ faces
and love on them,” Adkins said.
“We get out there and spend
time with these people and
laugh and share, it’s a whole lot

By CHRIS HODGE

preserve, promote and provide
access to Marshall’s scholarly
output and make it available to
the world.”
Marshall Digital Scholar’s
collection of theses, dissertations and capstones contains
419 records going back to 1946.
Since Marshall Digital Scholar
launched in 2012, items from
the theses, dissertations and
capstones collection have been
downloaded a total of 47,196
times.
In January 2013, theses dissertations and capstones had
5,866 full-text downloads and
added four new submissions.
The most downloaded article, “The Impact of Social
Networking Sites on College
Students’ Consumption Patterns,” by Whitney Sue Thoene,
was downloaded 1,028 times in
January.
Marshall Digital Scholar
also serves as the university’s
digital archive, collecting and
preserving the diverse output
of the university’s publications
from Board of Governor’s meeting reports to individual issues
of the university newspaper,
The Parthenon.
Donna Spindel, dean of the
Graduate College, said Marshall
Digital Scholar gives students
a chance to see the work Marshall was doing as a research
institution.
“Marshall Digital Scholar is
a one stop shop for all of the
creative and scholarly work of
Marshall University,” Spindel
said. “In a couple clicks users
can get a picture of the quality of work our students and
faculty are doing at Marshall
University.”
Spindel said Marshall Digital
Scholar was also an essential
tool for recruiting potential
graduate students.
“Our website is our greatest recruiting tool,” Spindel
said. “Marshall Digital Scholar
shows potential students that
there’s not only a place for their
research, but a network which
will spread their research to
the world.”
Chris Hodge can be contacted
at
chris.hodge@
marshall.edu.

See BURRITO | Page 5

Marshall Digital Scholar accepting
faculty submissions for database
THE PARTHENON
Marshall Digital Scholar, Marshall University’s institutional
repository, is accepting submissions of previously published
work written by Marshall University faculty.
Jingping Zhang, director of libraries operations, said faculty
members have the opportunity
to have their already published work added to Marshall
Digital Scholar by submitting
curriculum vitaes or lists of
their published work to the
Marshall Digital Scholar staff.
“We’ll do the work for you,”
Zhang said. “Just send us an
email with your curriculum vitae or lists of your published
work and we’ll work to gain the
appropriate copyright clearances for your work and add
your research to Marshall Digital Scholar.”
All documents from Marshall
Digital Scholar are available for
review and research purposes
free of cost, and once an article
is uploaded to Marshall Digital Scholar, faculty members
will be able to track how often
each article is downloaded and
receive monthly readership reports by email.
Zhang said faculty members also have the opportunity
to build and edit individual
faculty profiles on Marshall
Digital Scholar. Faculty pages
can feature biographies, contact information, links to
downloadable full-text documents, mailing lists and more.
“Faculty profiles give Marshall University’s faculty a
digital landing page, which
highlights their individual
achievements and research,
while enhancing Marshall’s
visibility, status and value as
a research institution,” Zhang
said.
Since launching in January
2012, Marshall Digital Scholar
has added 1,441 full-text
articles that have been downloaded a total of 75,475 times.
“The goal of Marshall Digital Scholar is to bring all of the
university’s research under
one umbrella,” Zhang said. “It
was designed to collect, record,
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Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez dead at 58
By JIM WYSS

THE MIAMI HERALD
CARACAS, Venezuela — Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
survived four elections, a coup
and a recall attempt as he became one of Latin America’s
most charismatic, influential
and controversial leaders. But
on Tuesday, the socialist firebrand lost his long-running
battle with cancer. He was 58.
The former tank commander
died in Venezuela’s Military
Hospital, just a few months
after winning a fourth presidential term that would kept
have him in office until 2019.
His passing puts Vice President
Nicolas Maduro at the helm of
Latin America’s fifth-largest
economy until new elections
can be scheduled within 30
days.
It also leaves a power vacuum in this nation of 27 million
— where Chavez had been the
face and force of his administration since 1999.
Chavez had been fighting
an undisclosed form of cancer
since at least June 2011, and
had undergone four rounds
of surgery, chemotherapy and
radiation. His last round of
treatment began Dec. 10, when
he was hustled onto an airplane
bound for Cuba. It was the last
time he would be seen in public
or heard from. The surgery was
plagued with problems and
led to a respiratory infection,
which required a tracheotomy
that made it difficult for the
once-verbose leader to speak.
Using the nation’s vast oil
wealth to push through socialist reforms and build a collation
of like-minded leaders in Latin
America, Chavez became a
darling of the global left and
beloved by many of the nation’s
poorest. As he built homes,
hospitals and schools his “21stcentury socialism” dramatically
reduced the income gap.
But as his power grew, so
did the abuses. His administration expropriated thousands of
acres of land and hundreds of
companies, drawing fire from
the business class and the traditional ruling elite. Corruption

and impunity plagued his
administration.
Venezuela became one of the most
dangerous countries in the
hemisphere, beset by power
outages and food shortages.
Despite
the
problems,
Chavez’s popularity rarely
waned, and he won the Oct. 7
presidential race with 55 percent of the vote and an 11-point
margin over his nearest rival.
Born to teachers in the agricultural heartland of Barinas
state, Chavez was the second of
six brothers. According to his
biographers Alberto Barrera
Tyszka and Cristina Marcano,
he joined the military academy in 1971. It was there that
Chavez was exposed to the
writings of Latin American
liberator Simon Bolivar and
Venezuelan revolutionary Ezequiel Zamora that gave rise to
his particular blend of nationalistic socialism that would guide
his life and presidency.
A star pupil in the academy,
he quickly moved up the ranks
to commander in 1991, the
same year he was put in charge
of a paratrooper battalion in
the coastal city of Maracay.
Unbeknownst to his superiors, Chavez had also formed a
secret society with like-minded
cadets called the Revolutionary
Bolivarian Movement. Founded
in the wake of the 1989 Caracazo riots — that left more than
400 dead by some accounts
— the movement was bent
on overhauling Venezuelan
society.
The organization burst onto
the national stage in 1992
when Chavez and other midranking officials tried to oust
President Carlos Andres Perez
— an unpopular leader who
was hounded by corruption
charges and was eventually
impeached in 1993. The coup
attempt failed and Chavez
agreed to surrender as long
as he could do it on national
television.
In one of the briefest and
most important speeches of
his career, Chavez introduced

MIGUEL GUTIERREZ/EFE/ZUMA PRESS | MCT

Venezuelan vice president Nicolas Maduro, right, unveils a portrait of President Hugo Chavez during a march commemorating the 21st anniversary
of a failed coup d’etat led by Chavez, Feb. 5, in Caracas. Chavez, the fiery populist who declared a socialist revolution in Venezuela, crusaded
against U.S. influence and championed a leftist revival across Latin America, died Tuesday at age 58 after a nearly two-year bout with cancer.

See CHAVEZ | Page 5

MU sorority hosts Xi Man competition LOL comedy show showcases comedians
By COURTNEY DOTSON

THE PARTHENON
Members of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority
hosted their third annual Xi Man competition, Tuesday in the Don Morris Room of
the Memorial Student Center.
Xi Man is a competition between men
from different Marshall fraternities. The
contestants who participated were Jeff
Dickerson from Delta Chi, Nick Emig from
Kappa Alpha, Shane Bias from Sigma Tau
Gamma, Doug Harvey from Alpha Tau
Omega, Denton Mow from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Don Bogardus from Sigma Phi

Epsilon, Alex Taylor from the Interfraternity Council, Rich Lowe from Alpha Sigma
Phi, Hunter Perry from Pi Kappa Alpha and
E.J. Hassan from Pi Kappa Phi.
Contestants who participated in the
competition were assigned a coach from
Alpha Xi Delta. The competition was set up
in three different categories. The first category was a questionnaire about Alpha Xi
Delta and their philanthropy. The second
category was costume wear — there was a
fun array of costumes ranging from being
dressed as Woody from Toy Story to wearing a duck head. The third category was

talent, and some contestants sang while
another contestants switched it up and
made a smoothie for the judges.
All proceeds from Xi Man went to Autism
Speaks. Alpha Xi Delta had a table set up all
week in the student center for all the contestants representing their fraternity and
for people to donate in any of the fraternities’ names. At the beginning of Xi Man,
the donations for each fraternity were announced and were announced again at the
end after more donations.

See COMPETITION | Page 5

U.S. factory work is returning, but the industry has changed
By ALANA SEMUELS

LOS ANGELES TIMES
GRIFFIN, Ga. — Giant machines
are tearing down the old bleachery, another reminder to Chuck
Smith that this old mill town
doesn’t make much anymore.
Just about everyone he knows
was employed at one point
making, folding or bleaching
towels, until the mills started
to close down in the 1990s and
2000s and family members lost
their jobs. Like most of this
town’s residents, Smith can
name all the old mills in a slow
Georgia drawl.
“There was the Thomaston mill that was here, and the
Dundee mill, and the Highland
mill, but they tore that one down
just like they did this one,” he
said, watching a bulldozer push

piles of metal around what used
to be a factory for bleaching towels. “These mills used to employ
all the people in this city.”
Recently, the town had
a reason to be optimistic.
Retail behemoth Wal-Mart announced that it will spend an
additional $50 billion buying
U.S.-made goods over the next
10 years. It cited 1888 Mills,
which runs the last mill left in
Griffin, as one company that
would benefit from this pledge.
Wal-Mart will sell 1888’s
Made Here towels, manufactured in Georgia, in 600 stores
this spring and in another 600
later this year, which enables
the company to add manufacturing jobs.
The retailer’s effort will help
businesses and “give them

CAROLYN COLE / LOS ANGELES TIMES | MCT

Michael Langford has worked in the mills for over 30 years, including
15 years at 1888 Mills in Griffin, Ga. Here, Langford keeps watch as
some of the new “Made Here since 1888,” towels fall into bins for
weighing, Feb. 12. This line of premium quality towels will soon be sold
at Wal-Mart.
the nudge they need” to bring
manufacturing back to the
United States, Wal-Mart U.S.
Chief Executive Bill Simon said

page designed and edited by JOHN GIBB | gibb@marshall.edu

in announcing the initiative. It’s
part of a much-heralded trend

See FACTORY | Page 5

By YEJIN JENNY HAN

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University students shared a laugh with
Mike Baldwin, a well-known
comedian, at Comedy Caravan’s LOL show, Tuesday, at
the Memorial Student Center.
Fifteen students were in
attendance and although
the show attracted small
numbers, the room was immediately filled with loud
cheers and laughter.
Aoron Bellomy, senior accounting major, said the show
was good even though there
were not many people.
The comedians spoke about
their personal experiences,
often using words that stimulated students into laughing.
Carmen Morales opened
the show. She is famous for
her quick wit and outlandish
characters.
“Today’s show was pretty
awesome,” Morales said. “It was
fun and smooth. Sometimes
the shows are well intermediated, but sometimes not. But I
felt the atmosphere of today’s

show was pretty bright.”
Morales
and
Baldwin
played off each other’s
strengths. Morales had a powerful voice and quick speech,
while Baldwin had calm and
easy attitude.
“It is usually hard to make
a small group of people laugh
out loud, so it can hurt me
sometimes. But tonight was
good,” Baldwin said. “Everybody laughed loud. It was fun.
I want to come back.”
Baldwin was the winner
of the Seattle Comedy Competition in 2011, the Trial By
Laughter in Indianapolis, Ind.
and Clash of the Comics in
Kansas City, Mo. in 2010.
Comedy Caravan shows
have been popular weekly
programs for West Virginia
University students and University of Kentucky students
for more than 10 years.
The next Laugh Out Loud
event will be at the same
venue, March 19.
Yejin Jenny Han can be
contacted at han9@marshall.edu.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

EAST DIVISION

C-USA

MEMPHIS
SOUTHERN MISS
UCF
EAST CAROLINA
UAB
MARSHALL

W
15
11
8
7
7
6

Overall
L
0
4
6
7
7
9

W
26
22
19
16
15
13

			
L
4
8
10
11
14
17

WEST DIVISION

C-USA

UTEP
TULSA
TULANE
HOUSTON
SMU
RICE

W
9
7
6
5
4
1

Overall
L
6
7
8
9
10
13

W
16
15
18
16
14
5

			

3

L
13
13
11
11
14
23
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seniors sent off in style

Herd avenges disaster in Hattiesburg

By WILL VANCE

SPORTS EDITOR
In a close contest on Senior Night, the Herd
topped the Southern Miss Golden Eagles in the
Cam Henderson Center, 88-84.
“Our great and loyal fans who came tonight
witnessed a terrific ball game,” Marshall University Head Coach Tom Herrion, said.
“They got the best of us on the road and there’s
no better way than getting them back at home,”
senior forward Nigel Spikes, said. “Especially on
senior night.”

Senior forward Robert Goff got the Herd off to
a good start, scoring eight of the Herd’s first ten
points after averaging a little over four points per
game this season.
“He gave us great energy and set the tone,”
Herrion said. “We had a lot of contributions from
a lot of guys.”
Southern Miss managed to take the lead midway through the first half with much of there
production coming from senior guard Dwayne
Davis, who scored a career high 35 points.
“Davis played at a phenomenal level. Thank

TINNON

God he’s only in the league for one year, he’s a
one-year eligibility guy,” Herrion said. “So, thankfully we won’t have to see him again.”
The Herd received an unexpected spark from
freshman guard Tamron Manning, who scored
12 points, tripling his career high.
“I just wanted to help the seniors and get this
win on senior night,” Manning, who also had four
assists, said.
“He really grew up tonight,” Herrion said. “It’s
kind of been the evolution of his game this season. He’s really grown as a young freshman.”

The Herd’s trio of seniors, center Nigel Spikes
and forwards Dennis Tinnon and Robert Goff,
got into foul trouble early, but were still able to
make significant contributions, especially in the
first half.
“When our guards are scoring, they’re scoring
and I can’t ask for anything better,” Spikes said.
Spikes pulled down five rebounds and scored
seven points, including a pair of late free throws
that put the team ahead for good.

goff

SPIKES

261427
QUANTUM SPORTS
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PHOTOS BY BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

TOP: Seniors Dennis Tinnon (left), Robert Goff (center), and Nigel Spikes
(right) are escorted by family as they prepare for their final game in the
Cam Henderson Center. BOTTOM: Dennis Tinnon dunks the ball during
the contest. Tinnon finished with five points and five rebounds.

See SENDOFF | Page 5
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ABOUT US

Do you think Drinko Library
should be open 24/7?

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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gibb@marshall.edu
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CAITIE SMITH
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SANDY YORK
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109 Communications Bldg.
Marshall University
One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755
parthenon@marshall.edu
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United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

What is your favorite gaming
console?

Editorial

Minimum wage, maximum benefit
A key feature of President Barack
Obama’s second-term agenda revolves
around eliminating tax loopholes for the
wealthy and narrowing the ever-growing
gap between the rich and poor. The cornerstone of this plan is an increase in the
minimum wage to $9 an hour by 2015.
Minimum wage today stays firm at $7.25
an hour, a figure that has remained in place
since 2009. The mention of such an increase was stated in Obama’s State of the
Union Address in February.
It is highly doubtful that the Republicandominated House of Representatives will
approve such a measure, but it is the right
thing to do.
Minimum wage has not been at a reasonable level in years, this due in part to

Congress’ inability to do so. Minimum wage
has to reflect the economy in terms of its’
current purchasing power. If we did this
and also took inflation into consideration,
an $11 minimum wage figure would be
reasonable.
Raising state and federal minimum
wage would be fairer to low-wage earners
and local businesses (Right now, a fulltime minimum wage worker gets nearly
$12,500 a year — sad, right?). An astounding 10.5 million Americans are classified as
“working poor,” including nearly 4.1 million full-time workers.
The GOP opposes such a measure, as
they believe it would be counterproductive
— employers would have to dish out more
money so the overall number of jobs would

decrease. However, it makes sense that
when low-wage workers earn enough for
their necessary living expenses, even having a little extra to spend, businesses would
hire more employees to meet the demand?
Yes, it does make more sense.
Conservatives hold on to their belief that
increasing minimum wage would be detrimental to today’s economy, but they have,
time and time again, failed to offer up any
policy alternative to reduce inequality.
The consumer economy cannot thrive with
fewer and fewer people able to buy products.
Minimum wage needs to increase in order
for our consumer economy to get the boost it
needs. With this boost, come jobs.
Our elected officials need to act on this
wage increase. The sooner, the better!

How to improve elections
By TREY GRAYSON

MCT
Clean, fair and credible elections underpin a functioning
democracy, so improving the
way ballots are cast and counted
ought to be a broadly embraced,
wholly non-partisan goal. The
divisive 2000 presidential contest, with its drawn-out tally
and infamous hanging chads,
delivered a wake-up call both
to the electorate and to election
officials that improvements
were needed, even in our mature form of representative
government. Twelve years
later, elections are unquestionably better administered, but
there is still plenty of room for
improvement.
Election difficulties have
not been limited to one state,
one region or one time period.
Across the country, state and
local officials have continually
lacked clear information about
how their methods and outcomes stacked up to balloting
elsewhere. This was, in fact, a
question I asked myself when I
served as Kentucky's secretary
of state and chief election officer, and one that I had put to
my peers during my tenure as
president of the National Association of Secretaries of State.
For without factual and impartial comparisons, the nuts and
bolts of a running governments
are bound to suffer.
Until now, that is. A recent
study by the Pew Charitable
Trusts, encompassing all 50
states plus the District of Columbia, provides exactly the
kind of metrics and comparisons that could help elections
officials figure out how they
measure up. Most important,
it offers a way for states to borrow the best ideas from each
other.
Notably, due the lack of consistent and quality data, the
interactive Elections Performance Index steers clear of
the rancorous issue of voter
identification, which too often
obscures meaningful discussions about how simply to
make elections work better.
The tool also moves away from

using mere anecdotes to shore
up points of view, a habitat
that's as hard to break as it is
unproductive. In addition, it
allows users to customize the
index to see how the rankings
are impacted by the inclusion or exclusion of different
indicators.
Now, elected leaders and
administrators have a real opportunity to make sure that
what they do aids the process
of democracy. It is precisely the
sort of progress we've championed at Harvard University's
Institute of Politics, which seeks
to bridge the chasm between
academics who study democracy and the policymakers who
make a government operate.
The index reveals significant
differences in how easy or difficult it is for Americans to vote,
based on where they live. The
best states for voting in both
2008 and 2010 turned out to
be North Dakota and Wisconsin. Scores for most other states
show mixed results, with many
doing well in some areas but
lagging in others. For example,
my home state of Kentucky
was close to the middle in both
years, a combination of keeping
better tabs on its own data but
failing to help disabled voters.
A further glance demonstrates
some
interesting
findings. A growing number
of states, like Colorado, have
improved elections by adding
ways for voters to find information and devising secure online
registration. Meanwhile, Florida, which always seems to be
in the nation's spotlight during presidential election years,
lands in the middle of the pack,
despite its long lines in 2008.
One problem common to
many states in the index is the
inability to track their own
data. That observation harkens back to a central concern:
more states should know how
they compare to their peers so
they can improve. For instance,
I used similar rankings when
lobbying Kentucky's General
Assembly to improve our campaign finance and our business
organization laws.

MCT CAMPUS

Column

Winter storms do not need names
By KUYLER MCCOMAS

COLUMNIST
Since NBC bought The
Weather Channel in 2008, millions of Americans have had
their weather forecast experience permanently altered.
While there has been some
criticism that NBC brought
more entertainment emphasis
to the channel, the advances
to weather forecasting made
possible through NBC’s investment seemingly outweighed
the negatives.
Like any monopoly, the ownership of The Weather Channel
by NBC has a dark, dangerous
side just beneath its surface. In
the most recent “advance” of
weather forecasting, TWC and
NBC have taken it upon themselves to begin naming winter
storms. The process is similar to what already happens
to hurricanes in the summer.
Naming a winter storm is the
logical extension of a society
obsessed with classification.

By giving the storm a name,
it can seem easier to track, to
warn people, and to cover. It
works so well for hurricanes,
why not use a similar system
for winter storms.
Hurricanes, the large, organized storms that annually
threaten the east coast, are
given names by the National
Weather Service, a branch of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
and part of the federal government of the United States
of America. These names
are public information, to be
freely used in all government
and private communications
in reference to the storms for
precisely the reasons I talked
about before.
Starting in the winter of
2012, NBC — not the federal
government — has given each
major winter storm a name.
While this may seem like a good
idea, I believe the current system is dangerous, irresponsible
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and likely responsible for a few
of the dozens of deaths from
these storms.
The real problem is that NBC
has taken all the responsibility
for naming these storms rather
than the federal government,
and then used these names exclusively on their own family of
networks. Ironically, this has
caused a huge problem in communicating about the storms.
While CNN, FOX and even the
government may refer to a
storm by date, NBC and TWC
are using a totally different and
totally proprietary convention
of naming.
If the changes to winter
weather reporting NBC and
The Weather Channel have
made is so dangerous, why
do they continue to give winter storms names like the one
currently headed for the east
coast, “Saturn?” By purchasing The Weather Channel,
NBC exponentially increased
their weather forecasting

viewership. NBC’s recent purchase of Weather Underground
— a longtime competitor in
online weather forecasting
— signals a shift in paradigm.
NBC now has control of all the
major national weather forecasting and reporting channels.
NBC has created a weather
mafia. Their ownership of every major national weather
broadcast and website has allowed them to spread their
own dangerous proprietary
naming system for winter
storms, and they have done it
at the expense of your safety.
Naming storms could be a
powerful tool for doing good.
Instead, NBC has blocked other
outlets from using its storm
names in an attempt to prevent you from watching your
weather anywhere else. Now
there is a destructive force
worthy of a name.
Kuyler McComas can be
contacted at kmmccomas@
marshall.edu.
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Chavez
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himself to Venezuela, asked his
co-conspirators to stand down
and took responsibility for the
uprising.
“Unfortunately, we did not
meet the objectives we set for
ourselves — for now,” he said.
The image of the idealistic
officer in his red beret which
would become his trademark
turned him into a national
phenomenon.
Chavez spent the next two
years in jail, building political
support and co-authoring a
manifesto called ``How To Get
Out of the Labyrinth.’’ In 1994,
he and his colleagues were
pardoned by President Rafael
Caldera.
One of his first stops after
emerging from jail was Cuba,
where he met leader Fidel
Castro. The aging communist
would become a mentor and
close personal friend to Chavez
who referred to him as a father
figure and a model for Latin
America. Years later, it would
be Castro who would inform
Chavez that Cuban doctors had
discovered his cancer.
Sensing that Venezuelans
had tired of traditional political parties, Chavez founded the
Fifth Republic Movement and
began a national tour where
he talked about the need to rewrite the 1961 Constitution.
His folksy charm and antiestablishment rhetoric struck
a chord. Despite facing a unified opposition in the 1998
presidential race, he won 62
percent of the vote, according to the National Electoral
Council. When he took office
in February of 1999 he immediately began reshaping the
country.
In April, he won a referendum to rewrite the constitution.
In December, the new Magna
Carta that also changed the
country’s name to the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
— was ratified with 72 percent
of the vote.
The new constitution required new elections, and in
2000, Chavez won a six-year
term with 60 percent of the
vote in a process that was
questioned by international
observers.
By 2002, the country was
beginning to bristle under his
policies and his socialist reforms. Members of his inner
circle resigned and demanded
that he step down. The Catholic
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of “onshoring,” in which companies including Apple, Lenovo,
Otis Elevator and General
Electric have said that growing logistics and labor costs
overseas have motivated them
to move some manufacturing
back to the United States.
But if Griffin is any example, Wal-Mart’s much-lauded
pledge isn’t likely to do much
to turn around a decades-long
manufacturing decline here or
in the rest of the country.
That’s because manufacturing has changed dramatically
since it left American shores, replacing workers with machines
and reducing the number of
jobs that people could get right
out of high school. And as much
as companies pledge they’re
moving manufacturing back
to the United States, they’re
mostly moving just small
parts of their larger global operations, to be closer to U.S.
markets.
“People talk about manufacturing being a big source of job

Competition
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“We did really well this
year. We usually only raise
about a $1,000, and this
year we almost hit $3,000,”
Paige Dodrill, philanthropy
chair, said. “We had a really
great turnout and hopefully
throughout the years more

Church and the powerful
Federation of Chambers of
Commerce, or Fedecamaras,
also turned on him. In February,
Chavez fired the upper management of the state-run PDVSA oil
company, which helped galvanize the opposition.
On April 11, 2002, tens of
thousands of protesters took
to the streets and clashed with
Chavez sympathizers in front
of the Miraflores presidential
palace. As the body count rose,
a group of military officers gave
Chavez an ultimatum: Step
down or they would attack
the presidential palace, even
though it was surrounded by
civilians. In a confusing series
of events, the nation’s minister of defense announced that
Chavez had agreed to resign.
Chavez later denied he had ever
stepped down.
The following afternoon,
Fedecamaras President Pedro
Carmona was sworn in as a
caretaker president until elections could be held. He also
usurped the Constitution by
dissolving Congress, the Supreme Court and the attorney
general’s office, among others.
As pro-Chavez sympathizers took to the streets
demanding their leader’s return, many privately owned
television stations boycotted the news by running
cartoons and movies. As
support for the Carmona regime crumbled, commandos
freed Chavez from Orchila
Island and whisked him back
to Caracas to assume the
presidency.
But the opposition remained
a threat.
By December, a broad coalition had organized another
strike against Chavez. This time
it lasted more than two months
and workers from the state-run
oil company, PDVSA, joined in,
paralyzing the country’s main
source of income and leading
to national fuel shortages. By
January, the government had
regained control of PDVSA and
fired more than 17,000 of its
employees.
In 2004, the opposition
struck again, gathering enough
signatures to call an impeachment referendum. Chavez won
the vote with 59 percent. Once
again, however, the opposition said the election had been
rigged.
In 2005, Chavez embarked on
one of the most controversial
aspects of his administration:
expropriating land in the name

growth. It’s going to grow, but
it’s not going to be a big source
of total employment,” said Tom
Runiewicz, principal for the industry practices group at IHS
Global Insight. “It’s just a drop
in the bucket.”
1888 Mills, for instance, will
add just 35 jobs because of the
initiative — better than nothing, but a pittance in a town of
23,000. The company will still
make 90 percent of its goods in
overseas factories.
“We don’t envision the entire industry going back to the
United States — low-cost Asian
manufacturing will still be the
base for volume,” said Jonathan
Simon, the CEO of 1888 Mills.
“But for just-in-time service,
U.S. manufacturing does make
sense.”
Some 400 miles away, in
North Carolina, computer giant Lenovo is doing the same
thing. In October the company
announced plans to open a
manufacturing plant in North
Carolina to make specialty personal computers for the U.S.
market. The initiative will create 115 jobs, 15 of which are

organizations on campus will
start to participate.”
At the end of Xi Man, all
the men came back up to
the stage and awards for
best costume, best talent,
runner up and winner were
announced. Shane Bias won
best costume, Doug Harvey
won best talent, Rich Lowe
was the runner up and E.J.
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of food security and wealth
redistribution. While Chavez
said the policy helped expand
the nation’s arable land and
boosted output, imports of basic food items also skyrocketed
and shortages and rationing
were commonplace.
“During Chavez’s reign,
Venezuelans saw a marked decrease in their liberties in all
categories,” Rep. Ileana RosLehtinen, R-Fla., the former
chair of the House Foreign
Relations Committee told The
Miami Herald. “There was
less freedom of expression,
more press censorship, less
separation of powers, more violations of human rights, more
expropriation of properties
and more collaboration with
tyrannies such as with Cuba,
Iran and Syria. By every indicator of freedom, there was less
of it under Chavez’ autocratic
thumb.”
But Venezuela’s opposition
also played into his hands. During congressional elections in
2005, the opposition called for
a boycott. Chavez’s sympathizers swept the vote, giving him
a rubber-stamp Congress that
allowed him to push for deeper
reforms.
During the presidential
election in 2006, Chavez beat
Manuel Rosales, the governor
of Zulia State, with 63 percent
of the vote.
When he began his six-year
term in 2007, he vowed to
accelerate his “21st-century socialism” and began a program
of nationalizing key industries,
including Venezuela’s telephone company and power
generators. While those moves
terrified international investors, they were largely praised
by some, who saw a champion
in their leader.
“If one was to challenge the
fates and guess how he might be
ultimately judged, the doughty
Venezuelan leader is likely to
be seen as a man whose shortcomings were more a matter of
style than substance, and who
bore a genuine vision at a relatively high level of commitment
to the nation’s poor,” said Larry
Birns, the director of the Council on Hemispheric Affairs. “It
could be argued that his grand
design for the hemisphere far
surpassed any number of contending philosophies at play at
the time.”
Also in 2007, the country was
hit with a fresh wave of protests that were sparked after
the government failed to renew

engineering positions. But the
company also is expanding research centers in Japan and
China.
“It’s a relatively small-volume
facility. It’s not going to produce
millions of units,” said Mark
Stanton, Lenovo’s director of
supply chain communications.
The United States lost 6.3
million manufacturing jobs between January 1990 and the
industry’s low point in January
2010, a 36 percent decline, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Since that low point,
the industry has added nearly
500,000 jobs, an impressive
number, but one that barely
begins to offset the millions of
losses.
A walk through the spacious
1888 factory in Griffin shows
why job gains have been slow,
despite some onshoring. Machines spin threads of cotton
into yarn, a process once done by
hand; they weave the yarn into
thick rolls of fabric, cut the fabric
into towels and sew the hems.
Where a whole factory was once
needed to bleach and color the
towels, a Rube Goldberg-like

Hassan was crowned Xi Man
winner. Rich Low raised
$629.58, and E.J. Hassan
raised $670.90.
“We did this event just to
show people that Greek life
isn’t just about partying and
going out. It’s about actually sitting down and caring
about what other people have
and it’s about raising money
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the broadcast license for RCTV,
one of the largest independent
television stations.
Chavez’s persecution of foes
and rising crime led to a wave of
emigration. More than 70,000
Venezuelans are thought to live
in South Florida, for example.
Despite his troubles at home,
Chavez was able to swap the
nation’s oil wealth for global influence. In 2001, Venezuela and
Cuba launched the Bolivarian
Alliance for the People of our
Americas, or ALBA, which was
joined by Nicaragua, Bolivia,
Ecuador, and other left-leaning
nations.
In 2004, Venezuela became a
founding member of the Union
of South American Nations,
or UNASUR. In December
2011, Chavez played host to
the hemisphere’s leaders as
they formed the Community
of Latin American and Caribbean States. The organization
included every nation in the
region but the United States
and Canada, and Chavez said
he hoped it ultimately would
replace the Organization of
American States, which he accused of being a U.S. pawn.
As
Chavez’s
regional
influence grew, he became increasingly combative with the
United States, calling President
George W. Bush “Mr. Danger”
and railing against the “empire”
of the north. The U.S. has not
had an ambassador in Venezuela since 2008.
Chavez also picked fights
with the U.S.’s key ally in the
region, Colombia. After former Colombian President
Alvaro Uribe accused Chavez
of providing refuge to FARC
guerrillas, and raided a FARC
camp in Ecuador in 2008,
Chavez broke off diplomatic
ties and threatened to invade
the nation. Relations between
the neighbors improved when
Juan Manuel Santos assumed
the Colombian presidency in
2010.
Back on the home front,
Chavez won another decisive victory in 2009, when he
pushed through a referendum
that eliminated term limits on
the presidency. After the win,
he taunted the opposition,
vowing to stay in power until
2031.
“I have the will to live until
then and beyond,” he said on
national television in 2011, as
he tried to reassure voters that
he had beat the cancer. “And I
will be here on the frontlines
with all of you.”

machine does that work with
minimal labor; another machine
dries the towels.
“It’s all automated,” Douglas
Tingle, founder of 1888 Mills,
said on a tour of the factory.
“Some of this is the latest technology advancements.”
That automation is part of
the reason that although labor
costs are higher in the United
States than in other countries,
it can make sense to make towels and other products here.
But there are other reasons
as well. If 1888 needs to make
changes to towels, it can get
the finished product to WalMart more quickly from Griffin
than it could from China. The
rising price of oil is increasing
shipping costs, and again could
provide some cost savings for
locally manufactured products.
“One of the things you might
see if production coming back
here, but not with as many jobs
as used to be the case,” said
Jared Bernstein, a senior fellow
for the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities and former
chief economist for Vice President Joe Biden.

for something we need to
bring awareness to,” Kathryn Colbert, public relations
vice president, said. “I think
this event shows people how
important raising money for
causes such as Autism Speaks
really is.”
Courtney Dotson can be
contacted at dotson72@marshall.edu.
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Junior guard D.D. Scarver looks to score against So. Miss, Tuesday.

Send-off

Continued from Page 3
Last time the Herd played
the Golden Eagles, the kelly
green and white got routed
to the tune of 102-46. Despite
the past thrashing, players
said they did not feel ill will
towards the Golden Eagles.
“You don’t have to play angry if you’re well prepared,”
Spikes said. “Coach did a really good job preparing us for
tonight.”
Southern Miss played zone
defense most of the contest,
but the Herd made them pay
with hot shooting. The Herd
shot 55.1 percent from the
field for the game, including
10 of 20 three-point shots.
The Herd is now 13-17 and
6-9 in conference play. Junior
forward Elijah Pittman led
the team in scoring with 22
points and pulled down three
rebounds. Junior guard D.D.
Scarver trailed him closely
with 19 points while Tamron
Manning rounded out the
Herd’s double-digit scorers

Burrito

Continued from Page 1
of fun. We are there to, however
indirectly, bring them closer to
God by showing them we care.”
People, who want to volunteer but feel they cannot
because of mobility problems

with 12. Junior guard DeAndre Kane tallied nine points
to go along with his team-high
seven assists.
Davis’s career high 35
points paced the Golden
Eagles (22-8, 11-4). Senior
forward Jonathan Mills and
junior guard Jerrold Brooks
were Southern Miss’s other
double-digit scorers with 13
and 12, respectively.
The announced crowd of
5,364 was arguably one of the
loudest at the Cam Henderson
Center all season, and Coach
Herrion said he took notice.
“Our fans are tremendous,”
Herrion said. “We’ve struggled, we’ve been inconsistent,
some people maybe chose not
to come, but the ones who
came tonight helped us a lot
down the stretch. We really
appreciate our great fan base.”
The Herd will wrap up the
2012-13 regular season on
the road, facing the East Carolina Pirates in Greenville, N.C.,
Saturday.
Will Vance can be reached
at vance162@marshall.edu.
or lack of extra money to
make burritos, are encouraged to contact Adkins. He
will pick-up burritos, lend a
bike or reimburse the cost of
groceries if given a receipt.
Marla Nowlin can be contacted at nowlin7@marshall.
edu.
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iTunes | TOP 10 SINGLES
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1. When I Was Your Man by Bruno Mars

6. Feel This Moment by Pitbull

2. Thrift Shop by Macklemore

7. Started from the Bottom by Drake

3. Harlem Shake by Baauer

8. Heart Attack by Demi Lovato

4. Stay by Rhianna

9. Radioactive by Imagine Dragons

5. Suit & Tie by Justin Timberlake

10. Scream & Shout by will.i.am
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GOOD FRIENDS, GOOD BOOKS
AND A SLEEPY CONSCIENCE.

THIS IS THE IDEAL LIFE.”
MARK TWAIN

Marshall students shake
up the memorial Student Center

By ASHLEY HERRALD

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University students took
part in the “Harlem Shake,” Tuesday
at the Memorial Student Center. Batman, President Barack Obama and
Big Bird were in attendance as students sported costumes for the video
shoot.
The “Harlem Shake” started in
1981 in Harlem, N.Y., but has recently
grown in popularity since Baauer, an
electronic musician, released an unrelated song of the original “Harlem
Shake” in May 2012. In January, the
“Harlem Shake” went viral on YouTube with more than 3,000 versions
of the dance.
The “Harlem Shake” is a dance, to
Baauer’s version of the song, which
usually lasts between 30 to 40 seconds. The video begins with one
person dancing alone while other
people are not paying attention to
the person dancing. When the music
picks up, everyone else joins in the
dancing and are usually in costume
or have on masks.
The video was kicked off by Rashida
Henriques dancing alone after students chanted “We Are Marshall.”
Campus Activities Board sponsored the event and had food catered
after the video was shot.
Approximately 100 people showed
up for the event, including Sharon
Jenkins, College of Business administrative secretary, who dressed up as
John Marshall for the video.

“It’s all about having fun and I
wanted to get the College of Business’ name out there,” Jenkins said.
Jenkins said she decided to dress
as John Marshall because this year
makes 175 years since Marshall University was founded.
Dustin Mill, junior physical education and health major, said he
has seen many “Harlem Shake”
videos on YouTube and wanted to
join in on Marshall’s.
“I found as much green in my
closet and put it all together to try
to make our video better than all
the others,” Mill said.
Aedan Somerville, sophomore
game design and programming
major, said he has seen all of the
popular “Harlem Shake” videos and
wanted to be a part of Marshall’s in
hopes of it going viral.
“I’ve been so pumped to do this
ever since I saw it on Facebook last
week,” Somerville said.
RaShad
Sanders,
graduate
student, helped organize the
event and said he wanted to
give students something memorable during their undergrad
experience.
“This allows students to come together and have fun,” Sanders said,
“It’s all about the memories.”
The video is now available on
YouTube as “Marshall University
Harlem Shake (Official Video).”
Ashley Herrald can be contacted
at herrald4@marshall.edu.
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